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Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2018-02-20 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
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Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?!
Operation Auction Sweep has
turned into a bloodbath as the
investigators face off against
the ghouls of Aoigiri Tree’s
security forces. And with
victory for the CCG far from
assured, Investigator Toru
Mutsuki must escape from
behind enemy lines. His only
help comes from Kuki Urie,
the ex-Squad Leader of the
Quinxes, whose only
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allegiance is to his next
promotion. With such a
dubious ally and flesh-hungry
Ghouls all around, does Toru
even have a chance?

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida
2016-04-19 Things heat up in
the 11th Ward as the CCG
investigates the high rate of
investigator deaths. Kaneki
has an explosive run-in with
Aogiri Tree, essentially a
Ghoul Gang, run by a Ghoul
known only as the One-Eyed
King. -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida 2015
Ghouls live among us, the
same as normal people in
every way, except their
craving for human flesh. Ken
Kaneki is an ordinary college
student until a violent
encounter turns him into the
first half-human half-ghoul
hybrid. Trapped between two
worlds, he must survive ghoul
turf wars, learn more about
ghoul society, and master his
new powers.

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2018-04-17 A month has
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passed since Operation
Auction Sweep, and business
at the CCG rolls on. An
intersquad task force has
been formed to investigate
the Tsukiyama family, and the
Quinxes are part of the team.
This is a huge case for the Qs,
and the worst possible time
for their mentor to fall apart.
But Haise’s frequent
flashbacks have started
making him question
everything he believes
in—even his own identity. -VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2020-02-18 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
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untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?!
Trapped within the body of
the monster he unwittingly
transformed into, Kaneki is
forced to reexamine his past
as he struggles to regain
consciousness. Meanwhile,
Touka manages to locate her
husband within the bulk of the
monster, but releasing Kaneki
has the unintended, terrifying
consequence of awakening an
army of smaller monsters!

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2018-06-19 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?! The Qs
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Squad once again proves its
worth by going undercover to
collect vital Ghoul
information, allowing the CCG
finally move forward with a
massive eradication
campaign. But this strike
pushes the Qs to their limits,
bringing all their weaknesses
to the forefront. And Haise is
the hardest hit when his
hidden past rushes forth to
impact his future!

Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 7-Sui
Ishida 2018-10-16 Sen
Takatsuki’s newest novel has
hit the stands and a video of
her admitting to being a
Ghoul has gone viral! And if
that news hasn’t done enough
to shake things up, the
contents of her book are
sowing civilian distrust of the
CCG. How can investigators
effectively take on the Ghoul
threat if the public has lost
faith in them? And what if Sen
Takatsuki’s veiled accusations
about the CCG brass are
true...? -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2019-08-20 Furuta’s new
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than ever, and more than 80
percent of the Ghouls in
Tokyo have been eradicated.
Kaneki and the rest of the
Goat have gathered survivors
in the stronghold of the 24th
Ward. But without access to
food, their safety comes at a
bitter price. -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida
2015-07-21 Kaneki is still
trying to get used to his new
life when Commission of
Counter Ghoul agents Mado
and Amon start sniffing
around for Hinami. Kaneki
and Touka are going to have
to get them off her tail and
fast. No easy task now that
Kaneki’s got to bring humans
and Ghouls to a rapid truce at
the same time. -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul: Past-Shin
Towada 2017-04-18 Before
the steel frame incident in the
20th Ward, there were reports
of Ghouls lurking among the
masses in Tokyo, carefully
stalking their prey. This novel
covers the events that
occurred before the opening
act of Tokyo Ghoul—a time
when Kaneki was still human,
the Kirishimas still lived
tokyo-ghoul-re-vol-3
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together, and Rize enjoyed
her feasts. -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2019-10-15 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?! Furuta
has finally gone too far in his
mad power grab at the CCG.
Disgusted at his abuse of
countermeasure law, Urie and
a group of investigators
decide to take him down.
When they confront him, it
becomes clear that Furuta is
himself a Ghoul. Overthrown
and fleeing the threat of
eradication, Furuta takes out
his rage on the Goat
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stronghold. And in the
ensuing carnage, Kaneki is
forced to make a horrible,
fateful decision…

Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 10-Sui
Ishida 2019-04-16 Haise
Sasaki is no more. In his
place, Ken Kaneki has
emerged and accepted the
role of the One-Eyed King. He
sees a vision of the future
where Ghouls and humans
can coexist. But a faction at
the CCG wants to prevent that
peace by any means
necessary, and the inevitable
death toll means nothing to
them. -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2017-10-17 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
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Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?! Haise
Sasaki has been tasked with
teaching Qs Squad how to be
outstanding Investigators, but
his assignment is complicated
by the troublesome
personalities of his
subordinates and his own
uncertain grasp of his Ghoul
powers. Can he pull this
ragtag group together as a
team, or will Qs Squad’s first
assignment be their last?

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida
2017-02-21 Amid clashes
between Ghouls and the
Commission of Counter Ghoul
investigators at Doctor Kano’s
underground facility, Kaneki
finds himself locked in battle
with Special Class Ghoul
investigator Yukinori
Shinohara. When the battle
subsides, the CCG discovers
shocking evidence that leads
them closer to discovering the
truth behind Kano’s sinister
plans. -- VIZ Media
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2016-08-16 The newly
awakened Kaneki unleashes
his monstrous strength to
protect his friend Touka and
finds himself irrevocably
changed. Kaneki sets out on
his own, determined to find
out the truth behind what’s
happening to him—and what
the Aogiri Tree organization
actually is. -- VIZ Media

Ghoul has gone viral! And if
that news hasn’t done enough
to shake things up, the
contents of her book are
sowing civilian distrust of the
CCG. How can investigators
effectively take on the Ghoul
threat if the public has lost
faith in them? And what if Sen
Takatsuki’s veiled accusations
about the CCG brass are
true…?

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2018-10-16 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?! Sen
Takatsuki’s newest novel has
hit the stands and a video of
her admitting to being a
tokyo-ghoul-re-vol-3
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Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 14-Sui
Ishida 2019-12-17 Kaneki was
mortally wounded in the CCG
attack on the Goat stronghold,
and in his desperation to see
Touka again, he gorges
himself on the bodies of the
Oggai. The sudden ingestion
of this unusual fuel forces
Kaneki into a terrible
metamorphosis, the result of
which poses a stark new
threat to Ghouls and humans
alike. Will Kaneki’s
degradation be what finally
brings the two sides of this
ancient war together? -- VIZ
Media

Tokyo Ghoul Manga
Special Preview-Sui Ishida
2015-08-04 Ghouls live among
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us, the same as normal people
in every way—except their
craving for human flesh. Ken
Kaneki is an ordinary college
student until a violent
encounter turns him into the
first half-human half-ghoul
hybrid. Trapped between two
worlds, he must survive Ghoul
turf wars, learn more about
Ghoul society and master his
new powers. Enjoy this sneak
peek of Tokyo Ghoul volume 1
along with an inside look of
Tokyo Ghoul volume 2. -- VIZ
Media

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida
2015-08-18 Ghouls live among
us, the same as normal people
in every way—except their
craving for human flesh. Ken
Kaneki is an ordinary college
student until a violent
encounter turns him into the
first half-human half-ghoul
hybrid. Trapped between two
worlds, he must survive Ghoul
turf wars, learn more about
Ghoul society and master his
new powers. Unable to
discard his humanity but
equally unable to suppress his
Ghoul hunger, Ken finds
salvation in the kindness of
friendly Ghouls who teach him
how to pass as human and eat
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flesh humanely. But recent
upheavals in Ghoul society
attract the police like wolves
to prey, and they don’t
discriminate between
conscientious and monstrous
Ghouls.

Tokyo Ghoul: re-Sui Ishida
2019-12-17 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?! Kaneki
was mortally wounded in the
CCG attack on the Goat
stronghold, and in his
desperation to see Touka
again, he gorges himself on
the bodies of the Oggai. The
sudden ingestion of
this
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unusual fuel forces Kaneki
into a terrible metamorphosis,
the result of which poses a
stark new threat to Ghouls
and humans alike. Will
Kaneki’s degradation be what
finally brings the two sides of
the ancient war together?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in
Another World-, Chapter 1:
A Day in the Capital, Vol. 2
(manga)-Tappei Nagatsuki
2016-10-25 Subaru Natsuki
had just been trying to get to
the convenience store, but he
wound up summoned to
another world. Worse, he has
only one special ability, and
he has to die to use it! At least
now he's got a goal--save the
girl with the silver hair and
bring a smile to her face. But
how many times is he going to
have to die a terrible death in
order to make that goal a
reality?

Goodnight Punpun, Vol. 3Inio Asano 2016-09-20 Like
most kids his age, Punpun is
in high school. In fact, he has
made it into the best high
school in town. He is such a
good student. He studies so
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he doesn’t have to think about
his life. Maybe a meteor will
crash into Earth and destroy
everything. A guy can wish,
Punpun... -- VIZ Media

Tokyo Ghoul Illustrations:
zakki-Sui Ishida 2017-11-21 A
full-color art book showcasing
the terrific and terrifying
work of Sui Ishida, creator of
the hit manga and anime
Tokyo Ghoul. Tokyo Ghoul
Illustrations: zakki features
artwork and behind-thescenes notes, commentary
and ruminations from Tokyo
Ghoul creator Sui Ishida.
Discover the creative process
that brought the hit manga
and anime to life, in gloriously
ghoulish full color.

Tokyo Ghoul: re Complete
Box Set-Sui Ishida
2020-10-20 In the world of
Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the
only way to fight monsters is
to become one… A box set
that includes all 16 volumes of
the original Tokyo Ghoul:re
series, with an exclusive
double-sided poster. The
Commission of Counter Ghoul
is the only organization
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fighting the Ghoul menace,
and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect
humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is
an experimental procedure
that implants human
investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both
the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are
untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?!

Maid-sama! (2-in-1
Edition), Vol. 6-Hiro
Fujiwara 2016-11-01 A 2-in-1
edition of the romanticcomedy series where a
student council president
secretly works at a maid café!
As if being student council
president of a predominantly
male high school isn’t hard
enough, Misaki Ayuzawa has
a major secret—she works at
a maid café after school! How
is she supposed to keep her
image of being ultrasmart,
strong and overachieving
intact once school heartthrob
Takumi Usui discovers her
double life?! Misaki and
Takumi go on a double date
with Sakura and Kuga to the
tokyo-ghoul-re-vol-3
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hot springs! However, Misaki
is still shaken up after
learning about Takumi’s past.
So what kinds of challenges
await her when she unearths
even more information about
his family?

Ibitsu-Haruto Ryo 2018-07-24
There's an urban legend that
says late at night, sometimes
a young girl dressed in gothic
lolita clothing will appear by
garbage dumps to ask a
question. Any who answer
will, without fail, die a twisted
death. And tonight, another
young boy will find himself
enveloped by this horror...

Mob Psycho 100 Volume 5ONE 2020-07-07 "A young boy
with psychic abilities attempts
to live a normal life."--

Overlord, Vol. 1 (manga)Kugane Maruyama
2016-06-28 What do you do
when your favorite game
shuts down? Momonga
decided to stay logged in right
up until the very end. But
when the servers go dark, he
finds himself transported into
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the game world--and he's
been transformed into his
skeletal avatar from the game,
awesome magical powers
included! But what if he's the
villain of his own story?

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida
2015-12-15 Ghouls live among
us, the same as normal people
in every way—except their
craving for human flesh. Ken
Kaneki is an ordinary college
student until a violent
encounter turns him into the
first half-human half-ghoul
hybrid. Trapped between two
worlds, he must survive Ghoul
turf wars, learn more about
Ghoul society and master his
new powers. Kaneki meets
Shu Tsukiyama, known as The
Gourmet for his interesting
and sadistic tastes. And
Kaneki learns more about
what happened to Rize and
what it means to be a OneEyed Ghoul.

Tokyo Ghoul-Sui Ishida 2015

Black Butler-Yana Toboso
2014-04-08 Just a stone's
throw from London lies the
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manor house of the illustrious
Phantomhive earldom and its
master, one Ciel
Phantomhive. Earl
Phantomhive is a giant in the
world of commerce, Queen
Victoria's faithful
servant...and a slip of a
twelve-year-old boy.
Fortunately, his loyal butler,
Sebastian, is ever at his side,
ready to carry out the young
master's wishes. And whether
Sebastian is called to save a
dinner party gone awry or
probe the dark secrets of
London's underbelly, there
apparently is nothing
Sebastian cannot do. In fact,
one might even say Sebastian
is too good to be true...or at
least, too good to be human...

My Hero Academia:
Vigilantes, Vol. 7-Hideyuki
Furuhashi 2020-06-02
Knuckleduster has saved his
daughter Tamao, but for now,
he’s not letting anyone else
know that he’s back. That’s
just as well, since Koichi and
Pop Step have their hands full
getting ready for an all-out
entertainment
extravaganza—Captain
Celebrity’s final appearance
in Japan at the SkyDownloaded
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stadium! Unfortunately, the
high-speed villain from Osaka
is also preparing to initiate a
major catastrophe at the
event. When the chips are
down, Captain Celebrity and
Koichi may not be the heroes
we want, but are they the
heroes we need? -- VIZ Media

Angels of Death-Kudan
Naduka 2018-04-10 As
amnesiac Ray and cutthroat
killer Zack try to break out of
the basement, they finally
arrive at the graveyard that is
Floor B4. There, a boy who's
become quite taken with Ray
has been lying in wait...

My Hero Academia:
Smash!!, Vol. 1-Hirofumi
Neda 2019-08-06 Listen up!
Follow the story of Midoriya,
All Might and all the other
aspiring heroes of U.A. High,
but with hilarious twists! In
this first volume, find out how
Midoriya really trained to
receive One For All and learn
the U.A. students’ goofy
thoughts during their first
practical exams...plus, All
Might as Santa Claus? What
are you waiting for? Start
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reading!! -- VIZ Media

solanin-Inio Asano
2008-10-21 College graduates
struggle to cope with the real
world. Music offers refuge in
this modern manga with an
American attitude. Meiko
Inoue is a recent college grad
working as an office lady in a
job she hates. Her boyfriend
Shigeo is permanently
crashing at her apartment
because his job as a freelance
illustrator doesn't pay enough
for rent. And her parents in
the country keep sending her
boxes of veggies that just rot
in her fridge. Straddling the
line between her years as a
student and the rest of her
life, Meiko struggles with the
feeling that she's just not cut
out to be a part of the real
world.

Domestic Girlfriend 23-Kei
Sasuga 2020-01-14 After Rui
suddenly breaks up with him,
Natsuo, still unable to accept
reality, runs into an enigmatic
woman. "Hey, why don't the
two of us slip out of here?" A
sudden breakup, and just as
suddenly, a new encounter, as
Natsuo begins to walk
a newfrom
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forbidden path!

Magical Girl ApocalypseKentaro Sato 2014 Kii Kogami
is looking for excitement in
his life when a girl clad in
gothic attire begins
bludgeoning, dismembering,
and mutilating all in her path
while chanting the mantra
"Magical." The high schoolers
are terrified but even moreso
because the girl's victims
reanimate and join her in the
rampage as her minions. What
will be left of the world
outside, even if young Kii
escapes the high school?

Seraph of the End, Vol. 14Takaya Kagami 2018-04-03
Ferid Bathory and Krul Tepes
have been captured by the
other vampire nobles and the
members of Shinoa Squad are
forced to bide their time while
the two vampires are
sentenced to days of exposure
torture. And what better place
to wait than in Ferid’s own
mansion in Osaka?
Meanwhile, the Demon Army
is gearing up for a coup in
Shibuya, but Guren has a plan
of his own that involves
Yuichiro. -- VIZ Media
tokyo-ghoul-re-vol-3
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Prison School-Akira
Hiramoto 2018-12-18 On the
outskirts of Tokyo stands
Hachimitsu Private Academy,
anall-girls boarding school for
elite young women. But as the
new school year rolls around,
one tradition is going out the
window: For the first time in
the school's long history, boys
are being allowed to enroll.
On the first day of school,
though, it turns out only five
boys have made the cut.
Thrilled by this discovery,
these young men's adolescent
hearts leap with joy at the
thought of being surrounded
by all those girls, but little do
the five boys suspect the
shocking fate that awaits
them...

Berserk-Kentaro Miura
2017-07-18 Griffith,
charismatic leader of the elite
mercenary Band of the Hawk,
has seen better days. His
fearless champion, Guts, has
left the Band, defeating
Griffith in personal combat as
his ticket out. With his
judgment clouded by this
unthinkable humiliation,
Griffith eases his pain
in the from
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arms of the daughter of
Midland’s king. But the King
doesn’t take kindly to an
employee picking the royal
flowers, and the next stop for
Griffith is the dungeon and
the torture rack! Without
Griffith and Guts, the Hawks
become easy prey for
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Midland’s army, and the
AWOL Guts may be the only
answer to the Hawks' — and
Griffith’s — lethal problems.
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